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n Routers are essential modern woodworking 
tools used primarily to cut wood, but they 

can also cut plastic, plastic laminates, solid-surface 
countertop material, and even non-ferrous metals 
like aluminum. They are used to cut grooves, 
shapes, decorative edges, and intricate joinery. 
A brief look at available router jigs, bits, and 
accessories reveals the vast possibilities for using 
a router. Routers come in three sizes; mid-size, 
production, and compact. The size router you 
need depends on the routing work you’ll be doing. 
Most woodworkers own more than one router. A 
first router purchase typically is a mid-size router, 
and then other sizes are purchased as needed. This 
buying guide will help you determine which size 
router best fits your needs, and which features and 
accessories will benefit you the most.

MUST HAVE FEATURES, AND  
SOME NOT SO IMPORTANT

Must haves:
Modern electronics have found their way into 
today’s routers. Not so long ago routers were 
basically simple single speed motors with 
chucks to hold router bits. Today, virtually 
every new model has soft-start which slowly 
spins up the motor and reduces startup torque, 
electronic speed control to maintain speed  
under varying loads, and variable speed so 
slower speeds can be used to reduce burn and 
tearout when larger bits are used.

Look for router bases with both macro 
and micro-fine adjustment, which allow for 
fast and accurate bit height relative to base 
adjustments. Also, look for routers that offer 
various base options preferably in a kit (less 
money), or as accessories. That way the same 
router motor can be used with different bases 
to do different operations.

Features to consider:
Routers that include both 1/2” and 1/4” collets 
are nice, and collets that auto release bits are 
nice too. Compact routers have only 1/4” collets 
since they are not intended to be used with 1/2” 
shank router bits. The latest kick is routers with 
LED lights to light up the work area. That might 
be nice if you need to see where you’re at when 
routing partway on an edge or dado. You will 
also want a router base that accepts template 

bushings if you plan to do any template routing.

More hype than value features:
Spindle locks for single wrench bit changes 
are marketing gimmicks. I find that loosening 
collects collets and changing bits that way using 
a spindle lock is much harder than using two 
wrenches. Fortunately, most router motor shafts 
are still notched to accept a second wrench, 
and you can buy or fabricate a second wrench 
for two wrench bit changes. Also avoid router 
bases with wood handles. If you’re considering 
a router with wooden handles, be sure you do a 
test drive first. They Wooden handles look great, 
but they are very can be slippery, and slippery 
is not a good thing when you’re trying to hold 
onto a speeding router! Rubber handles are 
best for gripping a hand held router. Note that 
fixed base compact routers don’t have handles, 
and handles are irrelevant on any router that is 
dedicated to a router table.

A VARIETY OF ROUTER BASES

There are basically three types of router bases; 
fixed, plunge, and D-handle. Compact routers 
may also offer tilt, offset and underscribe bases, 
which are all used for trimming plastic laminate. 
Another base that can be bought as an accessory, 
or is sometimes integrated into a stock fixed or 
plunge base is an under-table base with above-
table wrench access. It’s used for making height 
adjustments on router 
table mounted routers.

Fixed Base:
Basically the standard 
base that comes with 
almost every router sold. 
It’s very simple with its 
sub-base (the bottom that 
rests on the workpiece) 
set 90° relative to the 
motor shaft, and the base 
height is adjustable. My 
preference is a fixed base 
that raises and lowers 
using a threaded mechanism rather than 
rotating the motor in the base. They are more 
accurate, and there’s much less wear on the 
motor shaft and inside of the router base.
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Plunge Base:
Mainly used as a way to drive 
a router bit straight into wood 
with the sub-base set flat on the 
workpiece. Plunge bases are two 
part bases where the router motor 
is held is a sleeve, and the sleeve 
moves up and down on two shafts. 
A plunge lock lever is used to lock 
the sleeve height at any point 
on the shafts, and the base has 
adjustable depth stops. A plunge 
base is also useful to set a bit’s final 
depth, and then make multiple 

cuts at increasingly deeper stepped intervals 
until the final depth is reached. This is repeat-
able, and very useful for minimizing tearout 
and burning.

D-Handle Base:
This is the least common router 
base. Basically a fixed router 
base with a D-style handle 
added. The D-handle gives the 
operator a very positive ergo-
nomic grip, and it adds a trigger 
on/off switch. These features 
add safety and control, but the 
tradeoff is a much larger foot-
print, and that can sometimes 
get in the way. of sometimes.

Through the Base Height Adjustment:
Many fixed and plunge router base offer 
through the base height adjustments. The 
adjuster is typically a long “T” handled allen 
wrench that is inserted through a hole in 
the router base. This is a nice feature if you 
plan to mount your router often in a router 
table. Another option is to buy a router lift 
mechanism for a router table dedicated router. 
They’re expensive, but they really work nice.

ROUTER BASE ATTACHMENTS  
& ACCESSORIES:

Edge Guide:
A factory An edge guide is a router base acces-
sory to consider. It’s used to guide a router along 
a workpiece edge. The guide’s adjustable range 
is approximately from 0” to 8”. To be honest, I 

spent most of my routing life using an edge 
guide that was just a stick of wood clamped to 
my router’s sub-base. Hey… It works! Even so, 
I do own and use factory made edge guides 
today. They are easy to mount, adjust, and fine 
tune, and they don’t cost a whole lot of money.

Template Bushings:
These can be bought individually, or in sets, 
and they are used for template routing shapes. 
They mount to the router’s sub-base and 
surround the protruding router bit. They allow 
the router to be guided against an edge of a 
shop made template to cut a shape. Template 
bushings are not as important on production 
and compact routers since template routing is 
not typically done with those routers.

Base Centering Cone:
This accessory is very important if you plan 
to do any template routing using template 
bushings, and it’s used to align the router 
sub-base so it’s perfectly centered with the 
motor shaft. There are a few different styles of 
centering cones, but you can be assured that 
the one made for your router will work fine.

COMBO KITS

Saving money is always good. Manufacturers 
offer mid-size and compact router “combo kits” 
that bundle together bases and accessories, 
and usually that includes a carrying case. 
Buying a combo kit is much less expensive 
than buying the parts individually. The 
common combo kit includes a fixed base and 
plunge base. Much less common is the fixed 
base, plunge base, and D-handle base combo 
kit. They are harder to find, but usually the best 
value if you want all three base styles.
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MID-SIZE ROUTERS 
($150 - $250)

We’ll start with mid-size routers since they are the most 
common, and probably your best choice if you plan 
to buy only one router. Their motors average 11 amps 
and 2-1/4 HP, and these routers weight weigh around 
9 pounds. A mid-size router will probably preform per-
form 95% of your routing tasks. They’re great for routing 
grooves, profiles, and shapes, and the perfect size for 
using with aftermarket router jigs, like dovetail jigs.

PRODUCTION ROUTERS 
($350 - $450) 

These routers are big, heavy, and powerful. They’re 
designed to operate for many hours everyday every 
day, and last a long time. Their motors average 15 amps 
and 3-1/4 HP, and these routers weight weigh around 
14 pounds. Since they are heavy, using them handheld 
is OK for an occasional need, but not something you 
want to do often. They’re best used mounted in a router 
table, and they’re intended to be used with larger diam-
eter router bits like those for routing raised panels, and 
stile and rails profiles for cabinet door frames.

CONCLUSION

If you plan to rout wood, then mid-size is the 
correct “first buy” router for you. Make sure you 
get all the must have features, and any other 
features that fit your needs. Take a long look at 
available bits and jigs, and then knowing what 
you might use your router for in the future will 
help you decide which brand, model, and base 

COMPACT ROUTERS 
($100 - $150)

Also known as “palm” routers. They’re physically small 
with small, but powerful motors that are more than 
sufficient for the work these routers do. Their motors 
average 6 amps and 1-1/4 HP, and these routers weight 
weigh around 4 pounds. They can be held in one hand, 
and they are great for trimming plastic laminate and 
routing small detail work. They’re really nice for routing 
hinge mortises. The newest models offer a plunge base 
option packaged in a combo kit.

combination to buy now. If the time comes that 
you need more routing power, that’s when you 
should think about a production router. And as 
for a compact router, you can add one of them to 
your mix just about any time. They’re lots of fun 
and easy to handle, but keep in mind they only 
accept 1/4” shank router bits.   u
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